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BACKGROUND
Falcon Security has been operating as a private security company in Iraq since 2003, providing
services to government entities, international organizations, and private sector firms for nearly
fifteen years. It is now the largest, entirely Iraqi-owned and operated security company in the
country. Falcon Security’s head office is located at the Empire Business Complex in the Kurdish
capital of Erbil, though it also regularly maintains a Regional Operations Centers in Baghdad to
supports its ongoing contracts.
Falcon Security services include mobile and
static security, security consulting, threat
and political reporting, technical security
solutions, demining, Hostile Environment
Training (HET), vetting of local staff,
procurement, and logistical support.
Falcon Security management is led by
highly experienced, retired U.S. Army
personnel who have established and
continuously maintain superior corporate
standards. The company’s dedicated team
leaders are well-trained and dependable
with the knowledge and experience
necessary to protect clients and property in all environments. Falcon Security offers services
customized to clients’ specifications, discretion, and requirements while implementing
continuous risk assessments.
Falcon Security continually strives to be
the custodian of best practice in the
provision of security in Iraq. This is
achieved through exacting standards in
leadership, recruitment, operational
ability, technical expertise, intelligence,
and equipment. Falcon Security
operations meet the highest standards of
the industry. Further, as a locally-owned
company, the Falcon Security team offers
unrivalled knowledge of the environment,
its political and tribal groups, and
awareness of security issues.
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COMPANY SIZE
Falcon Security currently employs over 350 local national and 50 expatriate personnel in
managerial, administrative, logistical, security, and support functions. The company’s
recruitment program draws from a pool of trained and experienced personnel for frontline
security missions, allowing corporate services to increase on demand. Twenty days are required
for processing experienced security personnel in order to meet new contracts or surge
requirements. During this period, Falcon
Security conducts intense training to include
weapons requalification, vetting, badging,
and orientation as necessary to meet client
needs. Falcon Security maintains the
logistical and material resources required to
support normal intake and short-notice
requirements for all types of security
missions. In the past, the company has
surged to over 800 personnel to meet the
needs of contract demands.
Falcon Security additionally maintains a
fleet of over 300 soft-skin Toyota Land
Cruisers, B6 armored vehicles, and Toyota Hilux pickups, models 2014 or newer. All vehicles
are serviced by professional mechanics and armorers on staff to ensure the provision of topquality machinery.

FACILITIES
Operations Centers are in place to support company services and functions by providing
command, control, communications, and intelligence facilities, as well as life support for all
staff, vehicle storage and maintenance facilities, and
logistical and administrative support offices. At its
main location in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq,
Falcon Security also houses a ten-acre training
camp with a 500-trainee capacity, ten classrooms,
six instructor offices, two break rooms, a dining
facility, a physical fitness area, a shooting range,
and a driver’s training arena.
Falcon Security’s state-of-the-art control room allows operators to monitor all areas where access
control is necessary. It is staffed 24 hours a day, 365 days a year and is in communication with
Falcon Security guards at all times. The control room is responsible for tracking vehicles and
clients through an advanced tracking system furthering Falcon Security’s company drivers are
trained and certified, with extensive local and geographical knowledge
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EXPERIENCE
The Falcon Security team boasts extensive experience in security operations throughout Iraq,
with particular emphasis on the central and northern territories. The company has taken part in
the reconstruction of Iraq since 2003 by providing security services to both the Iraqi and U.S.
governments, as well as to international and national corporations, nongovernmental
organizations, and local businesses. Falcon Security is continuously engaged in the provision of
security services in Baghdad and Erbil.

Staffing
Falcon Security’s senior management consists of retired U.S. Army personnel that have
established and implement high standards for company performance across the board. Team
Leaders possess expertise in high risk transport and have a wide range of skills and certifications.
Falcon Security directly employs expatriates in differing capacities, all with military background,
from the U.S., European Union nations, South Africa, and Lebanon. Lebanese expatriate
personnel have the necessary Arabic language skills that are critical for middle management
positions.
Falcon Security recruits local national personnel throughout the country, vetting and training
potential hires that have a vested interests in their community and nation’s development. These
well-trained, local professionals possess an inherent understanding of the regions where Falcon
Security operates and are able to complement their training with an intuitive response that is only
possible from having been raised in Iraq.
This combination of professional expatriates in management positions along with well-trained
local nationals as supervisors and security guards is critical to success. Every security operator
has been background checked, skill-tested, trained, upgraded, and oriented in the operating
procedures for his specific security task. Further, intelligence briefings and risk assessments are
part of the daily awareness portion of morning assignment meetings – adding to the knowledge
and alertness of all personnel.

Technical Expertise
Falcon Security trains, equips, and supports its staff both logistically and materially. The
company provides intelligence, management, communications, and a variety of transportation
modes including armored vehicles and emergency medical support, weapons, ammunition, and
both urban and remote site life support.
Life Support
In addition to the services and facilities discussed above, Falcon Security offers the following
resources:
• Fully secured villas in Baghdad,
• Airport pick-ups/drop-offs from all airports,
• Private or semi-private rooms with internet, laundry, and meals as needed.
• A secure camp within the Northern Oil Company Compound (NOC) in Kirkuk, and
• Emergency transportation to the border as needed.
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Current and Past Experience
Falcon Security has performed exceptionally in its current and past contracts and offers a long
list of more than satisfied clients.
Client

Services
Delivered

Oil & Gas Sector Clients
PSD,
ExxonMobil
Erbil, KRG
Erbil, Iraq
3 years
PSD, OLC
Chevron
Erbil, Iraq
Erbil, Iraq
3 years
PSD and Fixed
Hunt Oil
Site,
Company
Erbil KRG
Texas, US
7 years
PSD and OLC
Repsol
Erbil KRG
Erbil, Iraq
5 years
Global
Geophysical
OLC and medics
Services, Ltd.
3 years
Erbil, Iraq
PSD
Basra, Baghdad,
Petronas Carigali
Nasiryah
Dubai, UAE
6 years
PSD and Fixed
Site,
Marathon Oil
Erbil, Iraq
Erbil, Iraq
6 years

Client Security Manager
Jim Christie
James.christie@exxonmobil.com
+964 750 818 4520
Mr Tom Senecal
TSenecal@chevron.com
+964 750 118 7927

U.S. Army

U.S. Army

Divan Hotel
Erbil, Kurdistan
1900 North Akard
Street
Dallas, Texas
75201-2300

Renier Strauss
renierstrauss@gmail.com
+ 964 770 380 9048

Erbil, Iraq

John Crowley
John.Crowley@GlobalGeophysical.com
+964 7704616160

Erbil, Iraq

DFIC Building #2
Dubai, UAE
Empire Business
Complex
C1, Floor 5
Erbil, Iraq

PSD and Site
Security Erbil
KRG
4 years
PSD and Site
Total
Security
Erbil, Iraq
Erbil, Iraq
3 years
U.S. Government Clients
U.S. Joint
Contracting
Command

Divan Hotel
Erbil, Kurdistan

Duncan Barber
dbarber@huntconsolidated.com
+964 750 144 3440

Hess Oil
Erbil, Iraq

U.S. Joint
Contracting
Command

Address

Erbil, Iraq

Erbil, Iraq

Victoria Wayne, Deputy PCO, US Army
Logistics
vwayne19@sbcglobal.net
Regional Contracting Center
LTC Shawn Reed, US Army
shawn.reed@us.army.mil
Regional Contracting Center

U.S. Joint
Contracting
Command
U.S. Army
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